Starter Track (100'/bx - Used at base of wall where material begins)

1/2" Spacer (200'/bx - used where panels need to be face fastened)

Single Flange Sealant Backer (65/bx used where panels terminate to different products, must caulk over)

Double Flange Sealant Backer (100'/bx - Needed at premade outside corners at 2' of backer per 1' of corner, must caulk over)

Premade outside corners (9'/bx/6 pieces)

---

Example 18” x 6’ panel

2.5 Continuous Clips

Panels
Come in approximate sizes of 18” x 6’, 18” x 10’ and KuraStone which is 6” x 10¹³⁄₈”, 15³⁄₈” and 25⁵⁄₈”